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(a) Expert reading CXR images: normal (left) and abnormal (middle: ant. mediastinal mass, right: apical pneumothorax).
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(b) Novice reading CXR images: normal (left) and abnormal (middle: ant. mediastinal mass, right: apical pneumothorax).

Fig. 1. Example of expert/novice scanpaths over Chest X-Ray (CXR) film. CXR images in the middle column feature an anterior
mediastinal mass found at approx. (635,768). Images in the right column feature an apical pneumothorax at approx. (650,510). Experts
tend to execute the visual inspection task considerably faster than novices, with novices tending to dwell longer over abnormalities, if
any. Ambient/focal fixation visualization shows a greater preponderance of experts allocating ambient (lighter) fixations in peripheral
image regions.

Abstract—Using coefficient K , defined on a parametric scale, derived from processing a traditionally eye-tracked time course of eye
movements, we propose a straightforward method of visualizing ambient/focal fixations. The K coefficient indicates the difference
of fixation duration and following saccade amplitude expressed in standard deviation units, facilitating parametric statistical testing.
Positive and negative ordinates of K indicate focal or ambient fixations, respectively, and are colored by luminance variation depicting
relative intensity of focal fixation.

Index Terms—ambient/focal attention, scanpath visualization, eye tracking.

1 INTRODUCTION

Visualization plays an increasingly important role in eye tracking anal-
ysis. In their EuroVis state-of-the-art (STAR) report, Blascheck et
al. [2] review and classify visualization techniques for eye movement
data into three categories: point-based, Area-Of-Interest (AOI-based),
and those using both. They further distinguish between animated and
static, 2D and 3D, in-context and not in-context, as well as interactive
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and non-interactive visualizations. Finally, visualization techniques
are classified as either temporal, spatial, or spatio-temporal.

In this paper we propose a novel (point-based, static, 2D, in-context,
spatio-temporal) scanpath visualization of fixations via color mapping
between ambient and focal fixations. Colorization of fixations into
ambient/focal preserves the traditional spatio-temporal characteristics
of scanpath visualizations by conveying order of fixations and fixa-
tion durations. However, ambient/focal colorization introduces a novel
form of visualization of the dynamic interplay between the focal and
ambient modes of visual information processing. Generally, at early
stages of scene perception, shorter fixations and longer saccades ap-
pear to govern initial scene exploration. Once a target has been iden-
tified, longer fixations are followed by shorter saccades suggesting a
change to a focal mode of processing [7, 18].

The dynamic pattern of visual attention can be attributed to two
modes of acquiring information: exploration and inspection. Pannasch



et al. [13] showed a systematic increase in the durations of fixations
and a decrease of saccadic amplitudes over the time course of scene
perception. This relationship was very stable across the variety of stud-
ied conditions, including repeated presentation of similar stimuli, ob-
ject density, emotional stimuli, and mood induction. In their work, the
time courses of fixation durations and saccadic amplitudes were con-
sidered as two independent streams of data. We combine both streams
into a single dynamic stream defined on a novel parametric scale cap-
turing explicitly the interplay of ambient and focal modes.

2 BACKGROUND

Blascheck et al. [2] review the state-of-the-art in scanpath visualiza-
tions. They note that for a typical scanpath visualization, each fixation
is indicated by a circle (or disk), where the radius corresponds to the
fixation duration. Saccades between fixations are represented by con-
necting lines between these circles. The connecting lines may include
arrowheads and the fixation circles/disks may include numbers to in-
dicate scanpath order.

Currently, most scanpath visualizations use a constant color to rep-
resent fixations. The color may change from scanpath to scanpath,
when distinguishing between several individuals if more than one
scanpath are composited, but the color does not usually change from
fixation to fixation. Our visualization technique exploits this static
choice of color and adjusts it at each fixation depending on where the
fixation falls on the ambient/focal parametric scale.

Velichkovsky et al. [18] originally suggested characterization of fix-
ations as focal or ambient based on their durations and the amplitude
of successive saccades. However, visualizations related to the am-
bient/focal distinction were limited to graphs resembling histograms
depicting either fixation duration or saccade amplitude as a function
of viewing time (in 500 ms bins) or as saccade amplitude as a func-
tion of fixation duration (in 20 ms bins) [17]. It is important to note
that these visualizations are meant to depict the distribution of saccade
amplitudes and fixation durations from which one can see that ambi-
ent/focal fixations occurred some time during the course of viewing,
but not when.

Using the ambient/focal fixation distinction, Follet et al.’s [6] visu-
alizations show the probability of occurrence of fixation type during
the time course of viewing. From their visualizations one can see that,
for example, ambient fixations are more likely to occur early in the
viewing process than focal fixations, but not where.

Krejtz et al. [8] used an ambient/focal attention coefficient, defined
as the relation between the current fixation duration and the subsequent
saccade amplitude, but did not provide its derivation (see also Biele et
al. [1]). The ambient/focal attention coefficient proposed by Krejtz et
al. [9] as Ki transforms both fixation and saccade amplitudes into a
standard score (z-score), allowing computation of a focal/ambient at-
tentional coefficient per fixation (and in the aggregate per individual
scanpath). Krejtz et al. [10] used the coefficient to analyze map view-
ing, unfortunately, visualization of the coefficient was never discussed
by Krejtz et al. in any of their previous publications.

The coefficient Ki is calculated for each fixation as the difference
between standardized values (z-scores) of the successive saccade am-
plitude (ai+1) and the current ith fixation duration (di) [9]:

Ki =
di−µd

σd
− ai+1−µa

σa
, i ∈ [1,n−1] (1)

where µd , µa are the mean fixation duration and saccade amplitude,
respectively, and σd , σa are the fixation duration and saccade ampli-
tude standard deviations, respectively, computed over all n fixations
and hence n Ki coefficients (i.e., over the entire duration of the scan-
path). Coefficient Kn takes on the value of Kn−1 since there is no
fixation at n+1 from which to compute Kn.

Positive values of Ki show that relatively long fixations were fol-
lowed by short saccade amplitudes, indicating focal processing. Anal-
ogously, negative values of Ki refer to the situation when relatively
short fixations were followed by relatively long saccades, suggesting
ambient processing.

For visualization purposes, the n Ki coefficients, each associated
with the ith fixation, are normalized to facilitate colorization. Sub-
sequently, a color map needs to be selected to produce pleasing and
informative visualizations. Because Ki is associated with each ith fix-
ation, colorization of the fixations depicts when ambient and focal fix-
ations tend to occur and where (per individual scanpath). This visu-
alization, based on the traditional scanpath, depicts the dynamics of
ambient/focal attention spatio-temporally, at the expense of depicting
statistical trends (e.g., as are possible via histogram-like graphs that
lack either spatial or temporal information).

Apart from the novelty of the ambient/focal parametric scale itself,
because the visualization technique mainly relies on a suitable choice
of color palette, here we briefly only touch on what are likely appro-
priate color mapping selections.

The rainbow color map is the predominant choice for aggregate
gaze visualization (e.g., for heat maps) although it is considered harm-
ful because it [3]:

1. confuses viewers through its lack of perceptual ordering,
2. obscures data via uncontrolled luminance variation, and
3. actively misleads interpretation through the introduction of non-

data-dependent gradients.

In essence, the rainbow color map can introduce artificial boundaries
in its representation. Ratwani et al. [14] show that the boundaries be-
tween red, yellow, green, and blue hues form “visual clusters” that
serve as object-like units that can influence reasoning about the graph
during cognitive integration. Coincidentally, they demonstrated the
importance of these visual cluster boundaries empirically by record-
ing fixations at these boundaries. They state that spectral (rainbow)
color palettes should be used but only when differentiation between
colors is desired. For gaze visualization, this is a key point, because it
suggests the appropriateness of the rainbow color map but largely for
discrimination, or identification, tasks. For relative judgements, Bres-
low et al. [4] make a compelling argument against the rainbow color
map, advocating instead color maps based on brightness (luminance)
scales.

Because our scanpath visualization relies on a continuous paramet-
ric scale, colorization via a spectral color palette unnecessarily trans-
forms the scanpath into a visualization meant for identification of re-
gions instead of one showing regions of relative magnitude.

The Python implementation of K visualization is not tied to any
particular color map and allows selection from a variety of convenient
choices. There are numerous single, dual, and multi-hue alternatives
to the rainbow color map, including palettes from the Colorbrewer
website [5].

3 EMPIRICAL VALIDATION

To test different visualization color maps for K , we used data from
an experiment designed to replicate empirical procedures reported by
Nothdurft [12]. Nothdurft’s study showed that serial visual search
largely relies on sequential shifts of focal attention whereas no such
shifts occur during parallel search.

When performing serial search, therefore, more focal fixations are
expected than during parallel search. Due to the pop-out effect during
parallel search, fast localization of the target should yield a long sac-
cade (large amplitude) directed to the target. Reaction times reported

(a) Parallel search stimulus. (b) Serial search stimulus.

Fig. 2. Visual search stimulus.
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(a) Ambient fixations: rainbow color map.
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(b) Ambient fixations: divergence color map.
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(c) Ambient fixations: sequential color map.
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(d) Focal fixations: rainbow color map.
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(e) Focal fixations: divergence color map.
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(f) Focal fixations: sequential color map.

Fig. 3. Scanpath composed of mainly ambient (a)–(c) or focal (d)–(f) fixations shown in different choices of color maps.

by Nothdurft support this supposition. They are reminiscent of Treis-
man and Gelade’s response times during disjunctive search [16]. The
coefficient K should characterize these eye movements as ambient.
Conversely, assuming serial search is composed of longer fixations
followed by shorter saccades, K should reflect serial search as focal.

To replicate Nothdurft’s experiment, we followed a within-subjects
2× 2 factorial design, with two independent variables of search con-
dition (serial vs. parallel) and target presence (hit vs. rejection). Each
participant’s task was to find a vertically oriented Gabor patch (the
target) within a ring of nine distractor Gabor patches. The distractor
patches were either all horizontally oriented (eliciting parallel search)
or oriented randomly (eliciting serial search). Examples of stimuli are
shown in Figure 2, enhanced for visibility via automatic color balance.
Actual stimulus images were not enhanced in this way (see Figure 3).
In both examples, the target is present at 3 o’clock.

For brevity we omit details of empirical results and focus on the
visualization of K during searches where the target was present. Re-
sults of the experiment are described in detail elsewhere [9].

3.1 Color Map Selection

Analysis bears out the existence of expected types of ambient and fo-
cal fixations. Most of the recorded data shows scanpaths that begin
with a first focal fixation. This is due to all participants starting by
looking at a central fixation point, as per the experimental protocol.
The stimulus field appeared after a short delay. During parallel search
(see Figures 3(a)–3(c)), participants usually made one large saccade
to the intended target, as expected due to the pop-out effect. Dur-
ing serial search (see Figures 3(d)–3(f)), participants usually picked
some random Gabor patch and then proceeded to serially inspect the
ring of Gabor patches in either clockwise or counter-clockwise order.
Figure 3 shows two scanpaths recorded from one participant that is
representative of the data set. The scanpaths are colored with three
different color maps.

Although the rainbow color map is known to be ineffective, it is
nevertheless pervasive, especially in eye tracking visualizations of heat
maps. We use the traditional rainbow color map to test the rainbow

map’s propensity for distinguishing ambient fixations from focal. Fig-
ures 3(a) and 3(d) depict fixations during parallel and serial search,
respectively. While the color map depicts a visual difference between
K of focal and ambient fixations during serial search (Figure 3(d)),
the color hues that were drawn for depicting the focal and (very) am-
bient fixation during parallel search (Figure 3(a)) do not adequately
convey the semantic distance between focal and ambient fixations—
why should focal fixations be red and ambient ones dark purple?

In their very effective composition of luminance- and chrominance-
based divergent color map, Rogowitz and Lloyd [15] show how lumi-
nance can be used to depict magnitude (e.g., terrain elevation) and
semantic meaning by splitting the color map (e.g., at sea level). Their
choice of color map effectively shows increasing luminance with ter-
rain elevation, with landmass (green) demarcated from water (blue).
In our case, a similar argument can be made: K magnitude is con-
tinuous, but there is also a demarcation between focal and ambient
fixations at K = 0. To implement this type of color map, we use two
different color maps, blue for focal fixations (K > 0) and green for
ambient fixations (K < 0). Figures 3(b) and 3(e) show the effect of
the divergent color map. Although ambient and focal fixations are dis-
tinguished in an adequately dyadic manner, it places the burden on the
viewer to remember which color depicts which type of fixation: are
focal fixations blue or green? (They are blue.)

Unlike Rogowitz and Lloyd’s terrain visualization, which itself car-
ried semantic information (e.g., easily recognizable map of the U.S.),
scanpaths do not inherently carry meaning. That is, to use Blascheck
et al.’s [2] terminology, they are not in-context unless drawn overlaid
atop the stimulus, which, in turn, may not necessarily suggest an inher-
ent viewing order. As such, without any prior expectation as to where
or when ambient or focal fixations are expected, specifying divergent
colors for their depiction leads to a visual ambiguity.

Our final choice of color map is motivated by visual clarity as well
as convenience. Instead of specifying a custom color map for every
data set, we would rather just select an appropriate color map from
the bevy of choices available in Python’s matplotlib. The most
intuitive choice, based on luminance scaling, is the class of sequential



color maps. Figures 3(c) and 3(f) shows the effect of the sequential
(blue) color map. Instead of associating a color with ambient or fo-
cal type of fixation, lightness of hue indicates intensity of the fixation:
darker hues suggest more intense (focal) viewing. Figure 3(c) clearly
shows an ambient type of fixation following the initial central focal
fixation. In contrast, Figure 3(f) shows relatively darker (more focal)
fixations proceeding sequentially along distractor patches until the in-
tended target is fixated.

Figure 1 shows the selection of a similar, sequential color map in
orange hues, used to visually distinguish visual inspection of Chest
X-Ray (CXR) images as viewed by experts and novices. Radiologists
employ a partially endogenous, cognitive visual inspection strategy,
related to top-down mechanisms that are based on prior expectations
[11], which in turn are couched in training and experience. In the
specific case of CXR reading, this strategy may be typified by the
ABCDEFGHI mnemonic [19]. The ABCDEFGHI mnemonic guides
trainees and practitioners through a series of checks and assessments to
inspect Airway, Bones, Cardiac silhouette, Diaphragms, External soft
tissues, Fields of the lungs, Gastric bubble, Hila, and Instrumentation.
Figure 1 illustrates qualitatively the differences in expert and novice
visual strategies: the expert executes the inspection quickly, tending to
“check off” the ABCDEFGHI elements, not pausing excessively on
any particular element. Visualization of K readily depicts this strat-
egy, especially in the peripheral image regions (e.g., when inspect-
ing bones, diaphragm). Conversely, the novice tends to dwell longer
on each of the elements, often revisiting previously examined regions
of the film. An “outside-in” ambient-to-focal strategy is thus not as
clearly depicted as it is for the expert.

4 CONCLUSION

We have presented a visualization of Krejtz et al.’s [9] K depicting the
dynamic interplay between ambient and focal fixations. Visualization
is straightforward, resulting from normalization of K followed by se-
lection of appropriate color map. Although a divergent color map may
seem appropriate, we advocate the use of a sequential map instead.
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